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We consider the 2:1 internal resonances (such that í l j X ) and £l2 — 2£ll are natural frequencies) 
that appear in a nearly inviscid, axisymmetric capillary bridge when the slenderness A is such that 
0 < A<77 (to avoid the Rayleigh instability) and only the first eight capillary modes are considered. 
A normal form is derived that gives the slow evolution (in the viscous time scale) of the complex 
amplitudes of the eigenmodes associated with £ll and Cl2, a nd consists of two complex ODEs that 
are balances of terms accounting for inertia, damping, detuning from resonance, quadratic 
nonlinearity, and forcing. In order to obtain quantitatively good results, a two-term approximation 
is used for the damping rate. The coefficients of quadratic terms are seen to be nonzero if and only 
if the eigenmode associated with Cl2 is even. In that case the quadratic normal form possesses steady 
states (which correspond to mono- or bichromatic oscillations of the liquid bridge) and more 
complex periodic or chaotic attractors (corresponding to periodically or chaotically modulated 
oscillations). For illustration, several bifurcation diagrams are analyzed in some detail for an internal 
resonance that appears at A —2.23 and involves the fifth and eighth eigenmodes. If, instead, the 
eigenmode associated with Cl2 is °dd, and only one of the eigenmodes associated with í l j and Cl2 
is directly excited, then quadratic terms are absent in the normal form and the associated dynamics 
is seen to be fairly simple. O 1998 American Institute ofPhysics. [S1070-6631(98)03304-2] 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Capillary bridges have received fairly great attention in 
the Hterature in the last 20 years due to their intrinsic interest 
as simple configurations exhibiting interesting spatiotempo-
ral behavior. In addition, these liquid configurations are of 
interest in some industrial processes (crystal growth from the 
melt13) and natural phenomena (flow through porous 
media,4'5 particulates agglomeration6). They are also useful 
for the experimental measurement of viscosity and surface 
tensión.7 
Theoretical analyses of mechanical oscillations of liquid 
bridges have been mainly based on one-dimensional 
approximations81: (which exhibit several limitations12) 
and/or concerned with the linear approximation.71317 
Among the few exceptions to this rule, there are two recent 
papers by Chen and Tsamopoulos18 and Nicolás and Vega,19 
who analyzed fully nonlinear oscillations by direct numerical 
simulation and weakly nonlinear oscillations by asymptotic 
methods, respectively. These two papers may be seen as 
complementary of each other. The results in Ref 18 apply 
only to moderately large valúes of the capillary Reynolds 
number, C~1;S50, because the computations are seemingly 
too expensive for larger valúes of C _ 1 , precisely when the 
results in Ref. 19 apply. Nonlinear vibrations produce sec-
ondary streaming flows with interesting properties that may 
be used to counterbalance thermocapillary convection in 
nonisothermal conditions. These flows have been recently 
analyzed both experimentally20'21 and theoretically.19'22'23 
Chaotic dynamics is to be expected in periodically 
forced liquid bridges for appropriate valúes of the vibrating 
parameters: in fact, if forcing is sufficiently high, then the 
effective Reynolds number associated with both the oscillat-
ing flow and the streaming flow are also high, and both flows 
should exhibit some kind of turbulence. When trying to pre-
dict chaos by analytical means at the weakly nonlinear level, 
we are led to consider small-amplitude, nearly resonant os-
cillations in nearly inviscid bridges. In the absence of inter-
nal resonances, we must consider two cases. In the axisym-
metric case the oscillating flow is decoupled from the 
streaming flow, and its complex amplitude is given by an 
ODE whose solution converges to a steady state (corre-
sponding to a periodic oscillation of the bridge) for large 
time.19 The streaming flow is given by the usual continuity 
and momentum equations, with appropriate boundary condi-
tions depending on the complex amplitude of the oscillating 
flow;19 even though the latter exhibits simple dynamics, the 
effective Reynolds numbers associated with the former may 
be quite large, and chaotic dynamics is to be expected, but its 
description relies on numerical computations. In the nonaxi-
symmetric case, instead, the oscillating flow is coupled with 
the streaming flow at leading order, and both flows must be 
analyzed simultaneously. They are given by a pair of ODEs 
(giving the complex amplitudes of a pair of counter-rotating 
waves associated with the oscillating flow) and a set of three-
dimensional (3-D) continuity and momentum equations 
(with appropriate boundary conditions) giving the streaming 
velocity and the associated averaged pressure.24 That set of 
coupled equations is rich enough to expect complex dynam-
ics of the oscillating flow, but its analysis requires massive 
numerical computations (though some limited predictions 
can be made analytically24). Thus, in the absence of internal 
resonances, complex dynamics of the oscillating flow either 
is absent or requires a quite involved analysis. 
The situation is completely different when internal reso-
nances come into play because they are (by today well) 
known to produce chaotic dynamics in nearly conservative 
systems. The simplest one is the second-order 2:1 resonance 
that appears when two natural inviscid frequencies are such 
that £l2 = 2£ll. That resonance has been recently analyzed25 
for a related problem, namely, for a periodically forced 
bubble. The main object of this paper is precisely to analyze 
that resonance in axisymmetric capillary bridges, which ex-
hibit the resonance for several valúes of the slenderness A in 
the interval 0 < A<TT (to avoid the Rayleigh instability); see 
Fig. 2. We shall see that the associated oscillating flow is 
decoupled from the streaming flow in first approximation, 
and that it is given by two coupled ODEs for the slowly 
varying complex amplitudes of the (two) excited modes. 
These equations are balances of terms that account for iner-
tia, damping, detuning from resonance, quadratic-coupling 
nonlinearities, and forcing. They are somewhat nonstandard 
because, in order to obtain quantitatively good results for 
realistically large valúes of the capillary Reynolds number, a 
two-term approximation is used for the damping rate; this is 
in accordance with the linear analysis in Ref 16. Also, the 
coefficient of the quadratic nonlinearity vanishes unless a 
certain symmetry requirement holds. That condition is satis-
fied only by two resonances if only the first eight modes are 
considered, and takes place at A —0.249 and A —2.23, re-
spectively. The analysis of the remaining 2:1 resonances re-
quires us to include cubic nonlinearities, whose coefficients 
may be calculated by a somewhat tedious procedure (alike 
that in Ref. 19) that will not be foliowed because the dynam-
ics of the associated oscillating flow is quite simple, as will 
be explained in See. IV B. Let us point out here that the 
complex oscillating flow described below produces a second-
ary slowly varying streaming flow whose spatiotemporal dy-
namics must be quite rich, but the analysis of this flow is 
beyond the scope of this paper. 
The paper is organized as follows. After formulating the 
problem in See. II, we shall derive in See. III the coefficients 
of the complex amplitude equations (or normal form) that 
provide the weakly nonlinear dynamics of the liquid bridge. 
For the sake of brevity, the derivation of the coefficients 
associated with damping will be omitted and their valúes will 
be taken from Ref. 16 (or from Ref. 19). The relation be-
tween the small parameters C, ¡x, and S [see (12)] will be 
established in See. IV in such a way that all terms in the 
amplitude equations are of the same order. In addition, we 
shall rescale the amplitude equations to minimize the number 
of independent parameters appearing in their coefficients, 
and we shall analyze the resulting equations in See. IV A. In 
particular, we shall analyze completely some bifurcation dia-
grams for representative valúes of the parameters, we shall 
calcúlate Lyapunov exponents to ascertain chaotic dynamics, 
and we shall identify several significantly different dynamic 
behaviors. Let us point out here that the amplitude equations 
apply only in a small neighborhood of parametric resonance 
and that they give only a first approximation of the exact 
dynamics. Nevertheless, we expect the amplitude equations 
to be structurally stable with respect to perturbations associ-
ated with the neglected higher-order terms. Therefore, we 
expect our main conclusions in See. IV A (concerning the 
sequence and type of bifurcations) to be predictions for ex-
perimenta, provided that measurements are sufficiently pre-
cise and the controlling parameters (the slenderness and the 
forcing amplitudes and frequencies) are conveniently varied; 
but see remark (d) in See. V. Some additional 2:1 resonances 
giving simple dynamics will be considered in See. IV B and 
some concluding remarks will be drawn in See. V. 
II. FORMULATION 
In order to formúlate the problem, we consider a liquid 
bridge of length L, held by surface tensión between two 
parallel, circular, coaxial disks of equal radii R. The volume 
of the liquid equals that of the space in the cylinder bounded 
by the disks. In addition, we assume that the density p and 
the kinematic viscosity v of the liquid, and the surface ten-
sión of the interface <x are constató, and such that the capil-
lary Reynolds number, C _ 1 = (aR/pv2)112, is large (C is 
also called a capillary number or an Ohnesorge number). 
The gravitational Bond number, B = pgR2la (g 
= gravitational acceleration) is assumed to be small; then 
gravity may be neglected in the first approximation. Finally, 
the free surface of the liquid is anchored at the borders of the 
disks, and the disks are vibrating independently in the axial 
direction. We use the radius R and the capillary time 
(pR3/a)112 as the characteristic length and time for nondi-
mensionalization to write the governing equations (continu-
ity and momentum conservation) and boundary conditions 
(nonslipping at the disks, smoothness of the pressure, and 
velocity fields at the axis of symmetry, kinematic compatibil-
ity, and tangential and normal stress balances at the free 
surface) as 
ur+r~
l
u + wz = 0, (1) 
ut+w(uz — wr)= —qr+C(urr + r~lur — r~2u + uzz), (2) 
w
 t+u(w r-uz)= - qz+ C(w rr + r~lw r + w zz), (3) 
w = 0, w=h'±(t), f=\, at z=±A + h±(t), (4) 
u=wr=qr = 0, at r = 0, (5) 
u=ft+fzw, at r=f, (6) 
(wr+uz)(l-f2) + 2(ur-wz)fz = 0, atr=f, (7) 
u
2
 + w2 ffzz-l-fz 
q
 2 +f(l+f2f2 
with appropriate initial conditions. We are using a cylindrical 
coordinate system (r,9,z), with an origin midway between 
the disks, the axis of symmetry as the z axis, and associated 
unit vectors e r , ee, and ez. The velocity field is uer+wez, 
and, for convenience, the problem is written in terms 
of the stagnation pressure, g = pressure+(w2 + w2)/2; the 
shape of the interface is r=f(z,t) and A = L/2R is the slen-
demess of the bridge, which will be assumed to be smaller 
than 77 to avoid the Rayleigh instability. Notice that the total 
volume is conserved [as a consequence of (1), (4)-(6)] and, 
according to the assumption above, equals 2TTA, i.e., 
A + / ¡ , 
- A + /¡_ 
f(z,t)2dz = 2A. (9) 
Finally, the forcing functions h + are assumed to be as given 
by 
+ 02 exp ( / ' ( í ^ 
-Sco^t) 
S(ú2)t) +ce], (10) 
where c.c. stands hereafter for the complex conjúgate, and 
ftjX), and 
ft2=2ft1>0 (11) 
are natural frequencies of the bridge in the inviscid limit; /?f 
and 02 are complex parameters, and cou co2, /x>0, and S 
> 0 are real parameters. We shall consider the limit 
lysrh 
c<\. 
\fc\~\ i, 
and S< 1, (12) 
, (a) \(c)\ 
FIG. 1. The four asymptotic regions in the liquid bridge. 
The solution in the bulk may be written as 
u = e¿j AkUkelük' + c.c. + fiul + e2u2 + Seu3 
k=\ 
without making at this stage further assumptions concerning 
the relative orders of magnitude of the small parameters C, 
/x, and S, which will be selected in Sec. IV. 
III. AMPLITUDE EQUATIONS AND SOLVABILITY 
CONDITIONS 
Let us consider a particular valué of the slendemess, A 
e^Cu4 + eCw5 + HOT, (15) 
w- q-\ f-l 
where the expansions for w, q—l, a n d / - 1 are completely 
similar to that for u, and hereafter HOT stands for higher-
order terms (than those displayed). For k=\ and 2 
= A0 , such that two natural frequencies in the inviscid limit (¡jk, Wk, Qk,Fk) is a nontrivial eigenmode associated 
satisfy (11). As we shall see at the end of this section, there 
are several such valúes of A0 in the interval 0=sA0<7r in-
volving the first eight inviscid eigenmodes. The slendemess 
of the capillary bridge will be considered to be appropriately 
cióse to A0 , i.e., such that 
A = A0+<5/, with | / | ~ 1 , (13) 
and, in addition to the fast time variable t~ 1, we shall con-
sider the slow time variable T~ 1, defined as 
T= St, (14) 
where the small parameter S is as defined in (10). 
In the limit (12) we shall consider solutions of (l)-(8) 
that are cióse to the static steady state u=w = q—1 = 0, f 
-1=0. Since the capillary Reynolds number C _ 1 is large, 
we are led to consider four distinguished regions in the cap-
illary bridge (see Fig. 1): (a) Two Stokes boundary layers 
near the disks: (b) an interface boundary layer near the free 
surface; (c) two comer tori near the edge of the disks; and 
(d) the bulk, that is the remaining part of the capillary bridge. 
The characteristic size of regions (a), (b), and (c) (where 
inertia and viscous terms are comparable in momentum con-
servation equations) is readily seen to be of the order of ^C; 
viscous terms are negligible as compared to inertia in the 
bulk. 
with the eigenfrequency £lk and Ak is the corresponding 
complex amplitude, which is a slowly varying function of 
time (i.e., depends only on the slow time variable r). The 
small parameters S and ¡x are as in (10), (13), and (14), and 
€ is a real parameter, such that 
0<€<U. (16) 
The small parameter e, giving the order of magnitude of the 
(leading-order terms in the) solution (15), will be related to 
C, S, and ¡x when analyzing the amplitude equations, in Sec. 
IV. In order to define the complex amplitudes we must im-
pose an additional condition at each asymptotic order. If we 
impose 
2-77/íi, 
(UkUj + WkWj)e ia^rdrdzdt 
0 J - A 0 J 0 
= 0, for A: =1,2, and all j^l, (17) 
then Ak is defined as eAk=Clkjjj(Uku 
+ Wkw)e-'nktrdrdzdt/[2TTff(U2k+W2k)rdrdz], for k=\ 
and 2. 
The complex amplitudes, A
 x and A 2 , are seen to satisfy 
the following amplitude equations: 
eSdAk/dT=-[(l + i)a4kyfC+a5kC-ia3klS]eAk 
+ / a2ke2Nk+ iM<*tkP¿ - auPk)elWkT 
+ HOT, (18) 
for k = 1 and 2, where the quadratic nonlinearities N¡ and N2 
are 
Nl=A2Au N2=A2, (19) 
with the overbar standing for the complex conjúgate. The 
parameters e, S, l, ¡JL, ¡3k and cok are as defined in (10), (13), 
and (15). 
The terms displayed in Eqs. (18) account for inertia, 
damping, detuning from resonance, nonlinearity, and forcing 
and (up to rescaling) essentially amount to the usual normal 
form that applies to this internal resonance. Their specific 
feature here is that they include a two-term approximation to 
the damping rate, a4k\¡C + a5kC. In so doing, we are antici-
pating that a4k is typically about 10~2 times a5k; thus, if 
only the leading-order term were considered, then the result-
ing approximation would be useful only for extremely small 
valúes of C (roughly C=s 10~5) while the two-term approxi-
mation gives reasonably good results for C s l O - 2 . A 
straightforward orders-of-magnitude analysis readily shows 
that the first term, a4k^C, accounts for viscous dissipation in 
the Stokes boundary layers and the second term, a5kC, 
comes from viscous dissipation in the bulk and a first cor-
rection of viscous dissipation in the Stokes boundary layers; 
viscous dissipation in the interface boundary layer and in the 
córner tori provides higher-order terms [of orders eC3 2 and 
e(C log Q2 , respectively] in (18). Notice also that if HOT 
are neglected, then Eqs. (18) are decoupled from the second-
ary streamingflow. This is so because the streaming velocity 
is roughly of the order of e2 (see Ref 19) and thus its effect 
on (18) cannot be larger than e3 (in fact, it is even smaller 
than that because, the oscillating flow being axisymmetric, 
the leading e3 effect identically vanishes, as in the analysis 
in Ref. 19). 
The coefficients afk and a]k (íorj = 2,...,5 and k= 1 and 
2) appearing in (18) are real and may be calculated as fol-
lows. Substitute (10), (13)-(15), and (18) into (l)-(3) and 
(5) and set to zero the coefficients of eA¡, eA2, i¿, e2, eS, 
e\[C, and eC, to obtain a system of seven equations and 
boundary conditions at r = 0 for (Uk,Wk,Qk,Fk) and 
(Uj ,Wj ,qj ,fj) for k= 1 and 2 and y = 1,...,5: the correspond-
ing boundary conditions at the edge of the Stokes and the 
interface boundary layers (i.e., at z = ± A0 and at r = 1, in 
first approximation) are obtained from a (somewhat tedious) 
analysis of the layers, through the appropriate matching con-
ditions. Then the coefficients afk and aJk are obtained by 
applying the appropriate solvability conditions [to the prob-
lems giving (uj,Wj,qj,fj) for j= 1,...,5]. But, if proceeding 
in this standard way, some care must be taken with a singu-
larity near the edge of the disks. r = 1, z = ± A0 , which may 
lead to wrong results at order eC if not appropriately 
handled16 (see also Refs. 26 and 27 for earlier analyses of 
this difficulty in related problems). An alternative way to 
calculating the coefficients of the amplitude equation was 
given in Ref. 19, where an integral solvability condition ap-
plied to the originalproblem (l)-(8) was presented that does 
not require special care with the above-mentioned singular-
ity. But, for the sake of brevity, we shall not give here the 
detailed calculation of the coefficients a4k and a5k, which 
are associated with the linear response of the bridge and thus 
they are not specific of the parametric resonance we are ana-
lyzing. Instead, these coefficients may be calculated once 
forever, as it was done for a related normal form in Ref. 19 
(or in a strictly linear analysis, in Ref. 16). The expressions 
for these two coefficients are given in Appendix A [in Eqs. 
(A5)-(A6)]. 
Now the [inviscid eigenfrequencies Clk and eigenmodes 
(Uk,Wk,Qk,Fk), and the] remaining coefficients in Eqs. 
(18), afk, a2k, and a3k, are calculated below by first set-
ting C = 0 in (l)-(8) (then the thin viscous oscillatory 
boundary layers disappear), replacing (10), (13)—(15), and 
(18) into the resulting equations and boundary conditions 
[and in condition (9) that must be also used] and setting to 
zero the coefficients of eAl, eA2, /n, e2, and eS. Then we 
obtain the problems (20)-(25) and (26)-(31) below, and a 
solvability condition applied to the latter, íorj= 1, 2, and 3, 
provides the coefficients. But some care must be taken when 
doing that because the limit C^O involves a singular per-
turbation and does not necessarily commute with the limit 
e^O, fi—>0, S^O. In fact, both limits do not commute, in 
general; streaming flows driven by oscillatory boundary lay-
ers (whose driving mechanism disappears if C = 0 but is in-
dependent of C in first approximation if C is small but 
nonzero28) are good examples; see Refs. 19 and 22-24 for 
the analysis of such flows in capillary bridges. Fortunately, 
that difficulty is absent in our case, as it comes out from the 
analysis (that is omitted for the sake of brevity and is similar 
to that in Ref. 19) of the Stokes and the interface boundary 
layers, which are seen to add nothing to the boundary con-
ditions at the disks and the interface, at orders e, /n, e2, and 
eS. 
If we proceed as indicated in the last paragraph, then we 
obtain the following problems at orders e, ¡x, e2, and eS: 
Ukr+r-lUk+Wk=Q, 
inkuk+Qkr=inkwk+Qkz=o, 
Wk=0, Fk=0, a t z = ± A 0 , 
Uk=Wkr = 0, at r = 0, 
Uk-iükFk=Qk+Fk+F¡ = 0, a t r = l , 
fA0 
Fk(z)dz = 0, 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
for k=\ and 2, and 
Ujr+r~lUj + WjZ = Q, (26) 
ujt+ q]r+g]-=Wjt+ qJZ + g) = 0, (27) 
Wj = Gf, fj = Lf, a t z = ± A 0 , (28) 
u =w
 r = 0, at r = 0, (29) 
uJ-fJt-H]=qJ+fJ+fJZZ-H] = 0, at r = l , (30) 2afk\ ° (Fl-F'k2)dz = nkrQk(r,±A0)rdr, 
-A 0 JO 
(33) 
- A 
fjdz + Mj^O, (31) 
Gf, ¿ ; 
A0 
A0 
2a2 1 I ( ^ - F í )rfz/íl! 
= 2a2 2 ( ^2 -^2 ) ^ / í l i 
- A n 
- A n 
- A n 
for j = 1, 2, and 3, where the forcing terms gp, . 
Hp,, and M ; , for p = 1 and 2, are given in Appendix A [in 
Eqs. (A8)-(A22), at the end of the paper]. 
The linear eigenvalue problem (20)-(25) provides the 
natural frequencies Clk and the associated eigenmodes. A 
fairly simple semianalytical solution to that problem is given 
in Appendix A [in Eqs. (A1)-(A4), at the end of the paper], 
as taken from Ref 13. From this solution we see that there 
are two kinds of inviscid modes. Odd modes are obtained 
when Clk is a solution of the first equation (Al), and then 
Uk, zWk, Qk, andFk are odd functions ofthe z variable. If, a3k I " {F2k — Fk)dz 
instead, Clk satisfies the second equation (Al), then we ob-
tain the even modes and Uk, zWk, Qk, and Fk are even 
functions of z. Equations (A2)-(A4) also show that the 
eigenfunctions (i.e., the common constant factor) may be al-
ways selected, such that Qk and Fk are real, and Uk and Wk 
are purely imaginary. 
Now the coefficients afk, a2k, and a3k ofthe amplitude 
equations will be calculated below from the solvability con-
dition for (26)-(31) that is obtained by requiring the time-
dependent solution to that problem to be bounded in the fast 
time scale (i.e., as t—*^,), as follows. Multiply the first and 
second equations (21) by - rw ; e~ ! Í i i í and - r w ; e ~ ! Í i i í , re-
spectively, and the first and second equations (27) by 
rUke~'ük' and rWke~'ük', respectively, add, intégrate in 0 
<r<\, - A 0 < z < A 0 , intégrate by parts, and take into ac-
count the continuity equations (20) and (26), and the bound-
ary conditions (22)-(24) and (28)-(30), to obtain 
[ 3 ( í l f - l ) F f F 2 + FÍ F2 + 2FXF[F. ' T7' 2 
-(2FlWlW2-F2W\)r=l\dz, (34) 
rQkr(r,Ao)2dr/nk + ñkF'k(A0)2 (35) 
for k= 1 and 2. In order to obtain these expressions we have 
integrated by parts repeatedly, and used (11), (20)-(25), 
(A8)-(A22) (in Appendix A), and the following equations: 
\\u2k+W2k)rdrdz= í ° (Fk + Fl)Fkdz 
v0 
(F¡-Fk )dz, 
dl\jldt=l\je-ia'f, 
for k = 1 and 2 andy = 1, 2, and 3, where 
(32) 
fk¡ = e-^ 
- A „ 
(UkUj+ WkWj)rdrdz 
+ (Fk+F'¿)fjdz 
I2 = 
- A , 
- A „ JO 
(Ukg) + Wkg2)rdrdz 
which are readily obtained upon multiplication of the first 
and second equations (21) by rUk and rWk, respectively, 
integration in 0 < r < l and - A 0 < z < A 0 , integration by 
parts and substitution of (22)-(24). 
The amplitude equations (18), with the coefficients as 
calculated from (33)-(35) and (A5)-(A6) (in Appendix A) 
will be thoroughly analyzed in Sec. IV. At the moment, sev-
eral comments concerning the coefficients are in order. 
(a) If, according to our comment above, the eigenfunc-
tions associated with £ll and Cl2 a r e selected such that /' Uk, 
' Wk, Qk> and Fk are real for k= 1 and 2, then afk,...,a5k 
are real [see (33)—(35) and (A5)-(A6)] as anticipated above. 
(b) The coefficients associated with the forcing term, 
afk, satisfy 
l\k- l\k or a \k~ l\k> 
[Qk(r,A0)G¡(r)-Qk(r-A0)GJ(r)]rdr 
[(Fk+F¡)H} + inkFkH2]dz 
-iClk[Fk(A0)L + -Fk(-A0)L;]. 
Equation (32) shows that (i) ifu}, w •, and/ ; are bounded as 
t^oo then \¡'0I2kje~'aktdt\ is also bounded as /—>o°, and (ii) 
this integral is convergent if and only if the resonant part of 
I2ki [i.e., that part of/L that depends on the fast time variable 
as exp(/'í\í)] is identically zero for k= 1 and 2 and y' = 1, 2, 
and 3. These (six) conditions provide the coefficients afk, 
a2k, and a3k, which are found to be 
depending on whether the eigenmode associated with Clk is 
odd or even, respectively, as readily seen from (33). 
(c) If the eigenmode associated with í l 2 is odd, then 
a21 = a22 = 0, as readily seen from (34). In this case, which 
will be briefly considered in Sec. IIIB, cubic terms must be 
added to the amplitude equations. 
(d) If, instead, the eigenmode associated with Cl2 is 
even, then none of the coefficients associated with quadratic 
terms vanishes generically, and the amplitude equations (18) 
apply to give the dynamics of the oscillating flow. Still, in 
this case, a2l and a22 have the same sign: this is readily seen 
in (34) when taking into account that Cl2 = 2Clx > 0, and that 
r: (F2k-F'k2)dz<0 for k= 1 and 2, as it comes out from 
a 
0.249 2.23 
FIG. 2. The eigenfrequencies of the first eight inviscid eigenmodes in terms 
of the slenderness. The internal 2:1 resonances in the interval 0 < A < I T are 
indicated with dots. 
the variational definition of the first eigenvalue of <p"(z) 
+ <p(z) + X<p(z) = 0 in - A 0 < z < A 0 , <p(±A0) = 0, whichis 
strictly positive if A 0 < ir. 
(e) The eigenfrequencies of the first eight inviscid eigen-
modes are plotted in Fig. 2 in terms of A, as calculated from 
the two equations in (Al) (in the Appendix). The (four) 2:1 
resonances involving these modes in the interval 0<A 0 
< 77 are indicated with dots. Notice that only two of them 
(namely, those at A0 = 0.249 and A0 = 2.23) are such that the 
higher eigenfrequency corresponds to an even mode [and 
thus the quadratic coefficients are nonzero, according to re-
marks (c) and (d) above]. For those two resonances we have 
A0 = .249, ft2 = 2ft1^66.76, 159.5, 
a1
+
2=a1 2^-652.0, a21 = 11.239, a2 2= 10.712, (36) 
207.89, a. 408.16, a41 = 3.197, 
a42=3.269, a5 1= 145.8, a52=443.9, 
and 
A0 = 2.23, ft2 = 2ft1^14.14, a+ = - a „ = 3.362, 
:.054, a91 = 0.699, a99=0.578, 
a 3 1 =-5.294, a 3 2 =-10.02, a41 = 0.083, 
a42=0.158, a51 = 25.46, a52=64.58. 
(37) 
IV. DYNAMICS OF THE CAPILLARY BRIDGE 
As seen in Sec. III, the dynamics of the oscillating ilow 
associated with this internal resonance is given by Eq. (18), 
with the real coefficients afk,a2k,...,a5k as given by (33)-
(35) and (A5)-(A6). According to remarks (c) and (d) at the 
end of Sec. III, we are led to consider two cases. 
A. Quadratic nonlinearity (íl2 associated with an 
even mode) 
If Cl2 is associated with an even mode (as in the two 
cases considered at the end of Sec. III) then the coefficients 
of the nonlinear, quadratic terms in (18) are nonzero. Then 
quadratic nonlinearities satúrate the weakly nonlinear dy-
namics, and we can relate the small parameters e, S, ¡JL, and 
C such that all terms explicitly displayed in (18) are compa-
rable. To this end and to minimize the number of indepen-
dent parameters in the final equations, we redefine the small 
parameters e, S, and /JL, and the complex amplitudes A
 x and 
A2 as follows: 
e=S=a42^fC+a52C, ¡x= 62l(a^a2la22), 
Al=(a2la22)-mBlei A2 = a2l B2e 
(38) 
(39) 
to rewrite the amplitude equations (18) as 
dBlldT=-(a + iS)Bl + iBlB2 + i(B^-
clB2 ldr= - [ 1 + 2/( w + T) ]B2 + iB\ 
+ ib(B2-B2)e'('"^2'")T, 
B-)e'(<"i-<")^ 
(40) 
(41) 
where we have neglected higher-order terms, and, since we 
are going to consider only the two cases at the end of Sec. II, 
we are taking into account that a^=-au and a1+2=a1~2. 
Notice that S equals the damping rate (due to viscous dissi-
pation) of the eigenmode associated with Cl2, and thus the 
slow time scale for the evolution of the complex amplitudes 
is a viscous time scale. The constató co will be selected below 
such that either co = col or co=co2/2, and the parameters a, b, 
&T, and /, appearing in (40)-(41) are 
a = (a4 JC)/(a4 JC), 
6 = (a1+2/a1+1)Va21/ *22> 
(0= a>+ a4l^jC/e— a3ll, 
l = (a42-2a41)^/(2e) + (2a31-a32)l/2. 
(42) 
(43) 
Notice that b is a constató and a depends only on C, which 
in turn is constató once the radius of the disks and the liquid 
are fixed. Still, in the two cases considered at the end of Sec. 
III, we have 
0.0219+VC 
a = 0.3284 ¡=, if An 
0.007364+VC 
.249 
and (44) 
0.00326+VC 
a = 0.3942 ¡=, if A0 = 2.23, 
0.00245+VC 
and thus a is quite insensitive to variations of C in the real-
istic range 10~4:SC:S10~2. Instead, &Tand / are scaled mea-
sures of detuning from resonance that may be varied inde-
pendently by choosing the forcing frequencies and the 
slenderness, respectively; thus they must be treated as free 
parameters. 
Although we have derived the amplitude equations for 
the most general case when both resonant modes are directly 
excited, for the sake of brevity, we shall only analyze the 
case when only one forcing frequency is present, and all 
numerical applications below will be concerned with the 
resonance at A0 —2.23. 
1. Forcing with the higher-frequency íl2 (Bl¡=Bi=0) 
In this case we define the constató co appearing in (39)-
(41) and (43) as 
(Ú=(Ú2/2, (45) 
to rewrite Eqs. (40)-(41) as 
dBlldT=-(a + iS)Bl + iBlB2, (46) 
dB2/dT=-[l+2i(co + 7)]B2 + iB2+y, (47) 
where the scaled forcing amplitude y is given by 
y=ib(B+-B2), (48) 
and will be selected to be real and positive; this can be done 
beeause, aeeording to (10), the phase of B2- B2 can be 
arbitrarily fixed by introducing a phase shift in the time vari-
able. Also, if both disks are vibrated, then they must not be 
vibrated in phase with the same amplitude in order to avoid 
y to be identically zero. This was to be expected beeause the 
eigenmode associated with Cl2 is even and thus cannot be 
directly excited by purely antisymmetric vibrations. 
The specific applications below will be done for a 
= 0.4034. This valué of a has been obtained by taking C 
= 10~3 (a typical valué of the capillary number) in the ex-
pression of a [which follows from Eqs. (37) and (42)] for the 
resonance at A0 = 2.23. Notice that anyway, a is fairly inde-
pendent of C, as indicated above. 
The normal form (46)-(47) is invariant under the sym-
metries 
T-^-T, ¿5 -> -¿Ü, Bl-^iBl, B2->B2, (49) 
and 
Bx^-Bx. (50) 
The invariance under (49) implies that the dynamics of (46)-
(47) for (l,co) = (l0,co0) is identical to that for (l,¿o) 
= ( — 10, — ¿Ú0). The symmetry (50) will also play some role 
below: the solutions of (46)-(47) that are invariant under 
(50) will be called symmetric and obviously nonsymmetric 
solutions exist in pairs. 
Equations (46)-(47) exhibit two kinds of steady states 
[which correspond to mono- and bichromatic oscillations of 
the liquid bridge; see (15) and (39)], whose amplitudes are 
given by 
\B\\=0, |5*2 |2=y2/[l + 4(¿ü + 7)2], (51) 
and 
\B\\2 = 2to(to + T)-a±^y2-[to + 2a(co + T)]2, 
\n2\ — co + a , 
respectively. The stability criteria in Appendix B imply that 
the symmetric steady states (51) are stable if y<yx i and 
unstable if y> ysX, where 
y2l = [2co(co + l)-af + [co + 2a(cS+l)]2. (53) 
The branch of nonsymmetric steady states (52) bifurcates 
(through a pitchfork bifurcation) from the symmetric ones at 
7 = 7 , ! , and they depend monotonically on y if ¿o^ss&í 
=s ¿o j+ , where 
¿of = ( - T ± V72 + 2a)/2. (54) 
In addition, aeeording to the stability criteria in Appendix B, 
all nonsymmetric steady states are asymptotically stable if 
either (i) T2^ or (ii) P> /^ , but either (to^)to^to2 or 
(¿ÜJ+ s=)¿Ü5Sco2 , where lc, co2 , and co2 are as defined in 
Eqs. (55)-(56) below. If instead, (54) holds but 
72>72c = 4a + 2, (55) 
and (co^<)co2 <co<co2 (<cof), where 
¿of = (-3T± V / 2 -4a-2) /4 , (56) 
then the branch of nonsymmetric steady states exhibits a 
Hopf bifurcation at y= yH, where 
yH=<p(¿ü,a,/), for ¿Ü2<¿Ü<¿Ü2 , (57) 
and the nonsymmetric steady states are asymptotically stable 
for ysl<y<yH and unstable for y > y H . The function <p is 
obtained upon substitution of (52) into (B2)-(B4) (in Appen-
dix B) and solving Eq. (B6), and is such that yH> ys\ and 
y H ^°° as ¿5—>¿of . The explicit expression of <p is omitted 
for the sake of brevity. 
If either ¿o< w^ or co> cof , then the branch of nonsym-
metric steady states is C shaped, with a bending point at y 
= ys2, where 
ys2=\co + 2a(co + l)\ ( < y s l ) ; 
also, the stability criteria in Appendix B imply that the non-
symmetric steady states in the lower branch are unstable and 
those in the upper branch are stable. 
Now, for a fixed valué of /, the plot of the critical valúes 
of the scaled forcing amplitudes, ysl, ys2, and y^, in terms 
of &T, is always qualitatively similar to that in Fig. 3(a) if 
condition (55) holds; otherwise, the upper branch giving y^ 
disappears. In the special case 1 = 0, the plots in Fig. 3(a) are 
symmetric [aeeording to the symmetry (49)] and the curve 
giving yjj disappears [beeause condition (55) does not hold]. 
Thus, there is always a stable steady state, and (as we have 
checked numerically) the large-time dynamics of (46)-(47) 
is fairly simple. 
If, both &T and / are kept fixed, then the plots of \B\ \ and 
\B2\ in terms of y are as those in Fig. 3(b) if &>7<¿o 
<¿ÜJ+ , and as those in Fig. 3(c) otherwise. Notice that as y 
increases \B\\ dominates inthe nonsymmetric branch, as was 
to be expected [see (52)]. This remarkable well-known prop-
erty implies that, for large forcing, the mode that is not di-
rectly excited dominates the other one. A similar effect is not 
trae in the more complex time-dependent solutions consid-
ered below. If (55) holds and co2 < &T< co2 , then a Hopf 
bifurcation point appears, in the branch of nonsymmetric so-
lutions, at y= yH, as in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e), where for the 
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FIG. 3. (a) The critical valúes ysl, ys2, and yH in terms of 5> for / = 
— 2.5 and a = 0.403 (when only the eigenmode associated with í l 2 is di-
rectly excited). Notice that the system exhibits a unique, stable steady state 
in región I, two stable and one unstable steady state in región II, a stable and 
an unstable steady state in región III, and two unstable steady states in 
región IV. (b) \B\\ and \BS2\ in terms of y for m = 0, ¿ = - 2 . 5 , and a 
= 0.403. (c) As in (b), but with 5T=3.5, T= - 2 .5 , and ¡z = 0.403. (d) |5i | in 
terms of y, and ||.B1|| = max{|B1(T)|:0=STSP} for the branch of periodic So-
lutions, of periodP, that bifurcates at y= yH, for 5>= 1.9368, /= — 2.5, and 
¡z = 0.403. (e) As in (c), but with 5T=2.195, T=-2.5, and ¡z = 0.403. 
sake of clarity only \B\\ is plotted, and for convenience a 
part of the bifurcated branch of periodic solutions is also 
plotted: notice that the Hopf bifurcation at y= yH can be 
supercritical [as in Fig. 3(d)] or subcritical [as in Fig. 3(e)]. 
Now, in order to plot periodic or aperiodic attractors 
below, we shall consider the intersections (such that the orbit 
points outward) of the attractor with the Poincaré hypersur-
face (a hyperellipsoid in the four-dimensional phase space 
spanned by the real and imaginary parts of Bl and B2), 
a\Bl\2+\B2\2-y(B2- •B2)/2=0, (58) 
which is invariant under the symmetry (50); thus, symmetric 
attractors will lead to a symmetric set of intersections when 
plotting either the real or the imaginary part ofBl, and sym-
metry breaking and symmetry-gaining bifurcations will be 
clearly appreciated. That hypersurface has been selected be-
= 4.0, P = 5.15 1 = 4.1./> = 23.25 7 = 5.95. P = 4.92 
FIG. 4. Bifurcation diagram in terms of y for /= —2.5, 5>= 1.9368, and a 
= 0.403. We are plotting the real part of B1 for the intersection of the 
attractors with the Poincaré hypersurface (58). 
cause it contains the steady states and intersects the periodic 
orbits (at least twice) in each period; both properties readily 
follow from the equation 
1 d 
| 5 i | 2 - | 5 2 ' 2 ^ -)=-(a\B,\2- \B2\2) 
y(B2 + B2)/2, (59) 
which is_readily obtained when multiplying (46) by Bl and 
(47) by B2, adding and taking the real part. Equation (59) is, 
in fact, a first approximation of the mechanical energy equa-
tion; it gives a first approximation of the variation of the 
energy due to both viscous dissipation and forcing, and may 
be also used to show that the orbits of (46)-(47) are 
bounded. 
Periodic orbits exhibit a finite number of intersections 
on the Poincaré hypersurface, and aperiodic orbits associ-
ated with chaotic attractors exhibit infinitely many intersec-
tions, which accumulate on a Cantor-set-like structure. In 
order to plot chaotic attractors, an appropriately large num-
ber of intersections will be plotted for the structure of the 
attractor to be somehow appreciated, after integrating (46)-
(47) in an appropriately large interval, to eliminate the initial 
transient when the orbit approaches the attractor. In order to 
ascertain chaotic dynamics, the first few Lyapunov exponents 
will be calculated as usually,29 by integrating (46)-(47) once 
and integrating the associated linearized problem for several, 
linearly independent initial conditions, and applying a 
Gram-Schmidt reorthonormalization procedure at r 
= T,2T,..., for some fixed T. Some unstable branches of 
periodic solutions [such as that in Fig. 3(e)] are calculated by 
means of a numerical continuation method.30 
Now, the continuation of the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 
3(d) for larger valúes of y is plotted in Fig. 4, where, for 
completeness, the steady states and periodic orbits in Fig. 
3(d) have been also included. The branch of nonsymmetric 
periodic orbits exhibits a period-doubling bifurcation at y 
= y\ — 4.073, and then several additional bifurcations (in-
cluding a homoclinic symmetry gaining at y—4.095, and a 
FIG. 5. \B¡\ (—) and \B2\ (—) vs Tfor several representative attractors in 
Fig. 4. The period P and the first Lyapunov exponent L are indicated for 
periodic and chaotic attractors, respectively. (*) The range of the parameter 
y in which we expect quantitative agreement with experiments is described 
in remark (d) of Sec. V. 
period-doubling sequence that accumulates at y—4.116) in 
the interval y i < y < y 2 — 4.15, which is too narrow to be 
appreciated in Fig. 4. For y2< y< y3 — 6.16 there is a branch 
of symmetric, periodic orbits that exhibits a supercritical 
pitchfork bifurcation at y= y3. For y> y3 the system jumps 
to a new symmetric, chaotic attractor (which alternates with 
periodic windows as y varíes); if now y is decreased from 
y3, then the attractor exhibits several bifurcations and be-
comes unstable at y= y4 —6. Then the system exhibits hys-
teresis in the interval y4< y< y3 (which again is too narrow 
to be appreciated in the figure). For y> y3 the system gains 
and loses symmetry repeatedly, although only some of these 
transitions are clearly appreciated in Fig. 4 (for instance, the 
symmetry gaining at y=y6—15.55). For illustration, some 
representative periodic and chaotic solutions are plotted in 
Fig. 5, where just one period is plotted for periodic solutions 
and a large time interval is plotted for chaotic ones in order 
to somehow appreciate irregularity: the period P and the first 
Lyapunov L exponent are indicated for periodic and chaotic 
solutions, respectively. Notice that the periodic solution at 
y=4.1 shows a relaxation-like behavior because that valué of 
y is quite cióse to the above-mentioned homoclinic bifurca-
tion. Also, the periodic solutions in some periodic windows 
FIG. 6. The same as in Fig. 4, but with l=-2.5, « = 2.1949, and a 
= 0.403. 
(e.g., that for y= 14) have a large period, and thus they ex-
hibit afairly complexbehavior. Finally, notice that \BX\ and 
\B2\ are always essentially of the same size (even for y 
= 50: see Fig. 5) and thus none of the two involved modes 
dominates as y increases, as anticipated above. 
The continuation of the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 3(e) 
is given in Fig. 6, and is fairly different from that in Fig. 4. 
For the sake of brevity, we just point out that as y 
> yH—3.358 the system jumps to a new symmetric, periodic 
attractor that, after several bifurcations (not appreciated in 
Fig. 6) becomes chaotic (except for narrow periodic Win-
dows) through a period-doubling sequence. Notice that this 
attractor is not in the branch that bifurcated subcritically at 
y= yH [see Fig. 3(e)] because the stable part of this branch 
disappeared at y—3.325<yH, and that the system exhibits 
hysteresis in y 0< y< yH [also see Fig. 3(e)], but, again, this 
interval is fairly narrow and is not appreciated in Fig. 6. The 
periodic solutions for y< yH are qualitatively similar to 
some of those plotted in Fig. 5, but the chaotic solutions for 
y> yH exhibit a new, clearly (as y increases) intermittent 
behavior, as seen in Fig. 7, where the first Lyapunov expo-
nent is indicated. 
With the bifurcation diagrams described above, we just 
intended to illustrate the rich variety of transitions and large-
L = 1 . 9 S . . . - y = 5 0 0 
I C O • < • 
O Í O 3 o 3 0 -40 5 D 
x 
FIG. 7. | 5 ¡ | (—) and \B2\ (—) vs Tfortwo representative chaotic attractors 
in Fig. 6. The first Lyapunov exponent L is indicated. [See the (*) in the 
caption of Fig. 5.] 
time behaviors of the system. The analysis above and that of 
several additional bifurcation diagrams not presented here 
for the sake of brevity allows us to draw the following con-
clusions concerning the dynamics of the liquid bridge near 
the 2:1 resonance at A0 —2.23 (similar conclusions apply 
near the other resonance), when only the mode associated 
with the higher frequency is directly excited. 
(a) If either (55) does not hold or it holds but ¿o is out-
side the interval [co2 ,S2 ], then the bifurcation diagram for 
(varying valúes of the scaled forcing amplitude y) is as that 
in Fig. 3(b) if ¿Ü1_<¿Ü<¿Ü1+ , and as that in Fig. 3(c) other-
wise. As y increases the mode with lower frequency (which 
is not directly excited) dominates. 
(b) If, instead, (55) holds and ¿o2<¿5<co2, then, as y 
increases, the system also exhibits first a Hopf bifurcation 
and then additional bifurcations leading to quite a rich vari-
ety of complex dynamics, including bichromatic oscillations 
with periodic or chaotic modulation. Now, none of the two 
involved modes dominates as y increases. 
2. Forcing with the lower frequency £l1 (02=02=0) 
Since the analysis is similar to that in the last section, 
some details will be omitted. The constant co is now selected 
as 
co = &)j. (60) 
to rewrite Eqs. (40) and (41) as 
dBlldT=-(a + iS)Bl + iBlB2+y, (61) 
dB2 ldr= - [ 1 + 2/( co + T) ]B2 + iÉ\, (62) 
where the scaled forcing amplitude y is now given by 
r=/•(/?++/?r), 
and will again be selected to be real and positive. Also, if 
both disks are vibrated then they must not be vibrated in 
counterphase with the same amplitude (otherwise y identi-
cally vanishes). The normal form (61)-(62) is again invari-
ant under the symmetry (49), and thus when changing simul-
taneously the signs of / and ¿o the dynamics of (61)-(62) 
stands. The steady states are readily seen to be given by 
\Bs1\6 + 2[a-2co(co + T)]\Bs1\4+[(a2+ co2)^2- y2] 
X [ l + 4 ( w + 7)2] = 0, (63) 
|5*2 |2 = | ^ | 4 / [ 1 + 4 ( ¿ Ü + 7 ) 2 ] , (64) 
and correspond to bichromatic oscillations of the liquid 
bridge. Their multiplicity and stability properties are ana-
lyzed by means of Eqs. (B5)-(B6) in the Appendix. Equa-
tion (B5) may be written as 
3\B\\4 + A[a-2co{co + T)~\\B\\2 + {a2+co2) 
X[l + 4(w + 7)2] = 0. (65) 
When requiring Eqs. (63) and (65) to possess a common 
solution \Bj | s= 0, we obtain a fairly involved equation that is 
omitted and always yields two cusped curves, as the ones 
plotted in Figs. 8(a) and 9(a): those two cusped curves give 
the limits of the multiplicity interval. ys\<J<yS2, where 
the system exhibits three steady states. The cusp points of 
these curves occur at w = 
real solutions of 
and o) = cjl , where CJ1 are the 
•rr_i_ n2-n 1/2 0<2[¿ü(¿ü + / ) - a ] = {3(a2+¿ü2)[l+4(¿ü + /)2]} 
Condition (B6) (giving the Hopf bifurcation points) 
leads to a quite involved equation that must be solved nu-
merically: we only can see analytically that the left-hand side 
of (B6) is positive for small forcing, 0 < y< 1, and negative 
if y is sufficiently large; in addition, the left-hand side of 
(B6) is seen to be positive on the cusped curves associated 
with condition (B5). Thus, a Hopf bifurcation point must 
exist for at least one valué of y, yH, if / and 55" are kept fixed, 
and yH is always bigger than the multiplicity limits ysl and 
ys2, as in the plots in Figs. 8(a) and 9(a). Notice that the plot 
in Fig. 8(a) is symmetric in 55" [as a consequence of the 
invariance of (61)-(62) underthe symmetry (49)]. This sym-
metric case will be considered below in some detail because 
(unlike its counterpart in Sec. IV A 1) a Hopf bifurcation 
(and subsequently a more complex chaotic dynamics) ap-
pears for sufficiently large y. In addition, we shall consider 
the nonsymmetric case in Fig. 9(a). 
Now, for fixed valúes of the detuning parameters 55" and 
/, the plot of the steady states in terms of the scaled forcing 
parameter y is always either monotonous or S shaped, as in 
Figs. 8(b) and 8(c) depending on whether ¿5^ =£ 55"=£ 53^ or 
not. Also, the stability criteria in Appendix B shows that 
when the plot is monotonous the steady states are asymptoti-
cally stable if y< yH (where yH corresponds to the Hopf 
bifurcation point mentioned above), as indicated in Figs. 
8(b), 9(b): when the response curve is S shaped, as in Fig. 
8(c), the lower branch and the part of the upper branch for 
T< TH correspond to asymptotically stable steady states, 
while the intermediate branch and the part of the upper 
branch for y> yH correspond to unstable steady states. For 
completion, a part of the branch of periodic orbits that bifur-
cates at y= yH has also been plotted in Figs. 8(b) and 9(b), 
as obtained by numerical continuation. Notice that as y 
grows, l-B^kl^il becomes quite large, and thus the mode 
corresponding to 02 = 2 0 ! (which is not directly excited) 
dominates the directly excited mode (corresponding to O,), 
as in Sec. IV A 1; this was to be expected because, according 
to (63)-(64). \B2\~\B[ s\2 as y- But the steady 
states are unstable for sufficiently large y (i.e., for y> y^ 
and, as in Sec. IB A 1, in the more complex (periodic or 
chaotic) attractors that appear for large y, none of the two 
involved modes dominates the other one [as suggested in 
Figs. 8(b) and 9(b), 11, and 13]. 
As in Sec. IV A 1, in order to plot the attractors for 
higher valúes of y, we shall consider a Poincaré map. To this 
end, we shall plot (the real part of 5 , for) the intersections 
(pointing outward) of the periodic or chaotic attractors with 
the Poincaré hyperellipsoid, 
a\Bl\2+\B2\2-y(Bl+Bl)/2 = 0, (66) 
which, again, contains the steady states and intersects the 
periodic orbits in each period. 
(c) 
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FIG. 8. (a) The critical valúes ysl, ys2, and yH in terms of & for / = 0 and 
a = 0.403 (when only the eigenmode associated with íl[ is directly excited). 
The system exhibits a unique, stable steady state in región I, two stable and 
one unstable steady states in región II, and one unstable steady state in 
región III. (b) |S ¡ | , \B2\, ll-Bj, and ||S2|| in terms of y, with the norm ||-|| as 
defined in Fig. 3(d), for the branch of periodic orbits that bifurcates at y 
= yH, for «=1.5, 7=0, and a = 0.403. (c) \B\\ and \B"2\ vs y for ¡o 
= 3.05, 7=0, a = 0.403. [See the (*) in the caption of Fig. 5.] 
Let us first consider, in Fig. 10, the continuation of the 
bifurcation diagram in Fig. 8(b). Notice that the latter exhib-
its four bending points, at y, —19.5, y2~12, 73 ~ 16, and 
y4—10, the solution changing from stable to unstable when 
FIG. 9. (a) The same as in Fig. 8(a), but with /= -2 .5 and ¡2 = 0.403. (b) As 
in Fig. 8(b), but with 5T= 1, T= - 2 .5 , and a = 0.403. 
going up through each bending point: thus, the system ex-
hibits hysteresis in the interval y4< y< y1, with three pos-
sible stable states (one of them steady and the other two 
periodic) in the subinterval y2< y< y3. For the sake of clar-
ity we have plotted again in Fig. 10 a part of the branch of 
periodic solutions in Fig. 8(b). Also, in order to obtain a 
not-too-involved plot in Fig. 10, the bifurcation parameter y 
is only moved upward and thus some intervals where hyster-
esis appears between two different attractors are not appre-
ciated (hysteresis would be seen if y were also allowed to 
move downward). Notice that at y = y i ~ 19.5 the system 
jumps to a new periodic attractor [as was to be expected: see 
Fig. 8(b)] that shows three intersections with the Poincaré 
hypersurface (while the periodic attractor in 18=s y< yx only 
exhibited one intersection): this is so just because the geo-
metric shape of the closed orbit associated with the new pe-
riodic attractor in the phase space is more involved than that 
associated with the former attractor (similarly, new branches 
appear at y—25 and y—29.5 that do not correspond to actual 
bifurcations, but they just correspond to new intersections of 
the periodic orbit with the Poincaré hypersurface). The new 
branch that appears at y= y¡ exhibits a first period doubling 
at y = y 5 = 20.2 and then a period-doubling sequence that 
FIG. 10. Bifurcation diagram in terms of y for 1 = 0, <¡T=1.5, and a 
= 0.403. The real part of B¡ is plotted for the intersections of the attractors 
with the Poincaré hypersurface (65). [See the (*) in the caption of Fig. 5.] 
accumulates at y= y6 —26.3. The resulting chaotic attractor 
alternates with periodic windows as usually and loses stabil-
ity at y= y7—34.5, where the system jumps to a new peri-
odic attractor that exhibits two intersections with the Poin-
caré hypersurface. Notice that the periodic windows exhibit 
intermittency (of type I in our case) at one end and a period-
doubling sequence at the other end, as is frequently the case 
in simpler dynamical systems.31 
For illustration, some representative periodic and chaotic 
solutions associated with attractors in Figs. 8(b) and 10 are 
plotted in Fig. 11, where just one period is plotted for peri-
odic solutions and the first Lyapunov exponent is indicated 
for chaotic ones. Notice that one of the periodic solutions at 
y= 17.78 (precisely the one that is closer to the unstable 
steady state) exhibits much higher valúes of \B2\ than those 
of \BX | (as it occurred with the steady states for large y), but 
the other one shows similar valúes of both complex ampli-
tudes, and the same is trae for the remaining solutions plot-
ted in Fig. 11, even for y as large as 140; thus both involved 
modes show a similar activity for large y, as anticipated 
above. Again, as in See. IVA 1, some of the periodic solu-
tions with a large period exhibit a quite complex behavior 
and are not quite different from the chaotic ones at first sight 
(compare the solutions for y =25.5 and y =32). 
The bifurcation diagram for 1 = 0, &T= 1.5 and the asso-
ciated attractors in Figs. 8(b), 10, and 11 are representative 
of those for other valúes of / and ¿o. See the continuation of 
the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 9(b) and some representative 
periodic and chaotic attractors, which are given in Figs. 12 
and 13. In fact, the appearance of involved bifurcation dia-
grams is the rale, but there are exceptions to this rule: for 
instance, for / = ¿T=0, the periodic branch that bifurcates 
from the steady-state branch at y= yH, remains stable for all 
y> yH, and the system shows no transitions to chaotic at-
tractors. 
B. Cubic nonlinearity (íl2 associated with an odd 
mode) 
In this case the coefficients, a2l and a22, of the qua-
dratic, nonlinear terms vanish in the amplitude equations 
> = 25. P = U 6 7 = 35, F = 2.56 7 = 100, />= 1.25 
O 0.2 0.4 0.6 O, O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
FIG. 11. \B¡\ (—) and \B2\ (—) vs Tfor several representative attractors in 
Fig. 10. The period P and the first Lyapunov exponent L are indicated for 
periodic and chaotic attractors respectively. [See the (*) in the caption of 
Fig. 5.] 
(18), according to remark (c) at the end of Sec. III. Then we 
must consider saturating cubic terms in the amplitude equa-
tions, which are still those in Eq. (18), with 
for k= 1 and 2, Nk=ie(a2kl\Ai\2+ a2k2\A2\2)Ak 
(67) 
where a2kl and a2k2 are seen to be real and (generically) 
nonzero. In fact, a2U and a222 were calculated in Ref 19 
and the other two coefficients may be calculated by a similar 
(and somewhat tedious) procedure. Notice that the same cu-
bic nonlinear terms would be obtained if Cl2¥=2Cll; the 2:1 
FIG. 13. The same as in Fig. 11 for several representative attractors in Fig. 
12. [See the (*) in the caption of Fig. 5.] 
resonance appears now at fourth order but the effect of quar-
tic terms may be neglected in the first approximation (if the 
coefficients of cubic terms are nonzero). Now, if only one 
mode is directly excited, that is, if either ¡5^ = ^ = 0 or 
/32=/32=0 in (10) and (18), then for k=\ or 2 we have 
Sd\Ak\2/dT=-(a4kJC+a5kC)\Ak\\ 
as readily obtained when neglecting HOT in (18), multiply-
FIG. 12. The same as in Fig. 10, but with l=-2.5, ÓT=1, and ¡2 = 0.403. 
[See the (*) in the caption of Fig. 5.] 
ing the resulting equation by Ak and adding the complex 
conjúgate. Thus the not-directly-excited mode decays expo-
nentially in the viscous time scale t~\a4k\¡C+ a5kC\ 
(which is the slow scale for the evolution of the modulation 
of the excited mode). If, consequently, we neglect the not-
excited mode, the evolution of the other mode coincides with 
that analyzed in Ref. 19, where it was seen that the associ-
ated dynamics is fairly simple. 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have analyzed the 2:1 internal resonances that ap-
pear in liquid bridges in the interval 0 < A< TT. TO this end, 
we first derived in Sec. III a normal form giving the slow 
evolution of the complex amplitudes of the two involved 
modes. We have seen that only the resonances at A —0.249 
and A —2.23 lead to nonzero quadratic nonlinearities in the 
normal form, which are responsible for resonant coupling 
between the two modes (which in turn is the essential 
mechanism that leads to complex dynamics when this reso-
nance comes into play): the remaining 2:1 resonances lead to 
the usual cubic nonlinearities and the associated weakly non-
linear dynamics is fairly simple, as seen in Sec. IV B. The 
quadratic normal form has been analyzed in Sec. IVA, 
where numerical applications have been made to the internal 
resonance at A —2.23. We have analyzed the cases when the 
forcing frequency is cióse to either í l j and íl2 — 2ft1 ; by 
first calculating the steady states of the normal form (corre-
sponding to purely mono- and bichromatic oscillations of the 
liquid bridge) and their linear stability. In addition, several 
bifurcation diagrams have been analyzed in some detail to 
illustrate the wealth of transitions and large-time dynamics: 
the latter include periodic and chaotic solutions that corre-
spond to slowly modulated, bichromatic oscillations of the 
liquid bridge. Some remarks are now in order. 
(a) The not-directly-excited mode usually dominates in 
the steady states of the normal form as the forcing amplitude 
increases. In periodic and chaotic behaviors, instead, both 
modes exhibit a similar activity for large forcing. 
(b) The transition from regular, steady or periodic solu-
tions, to irregular, chaotic ones, can be somewhat smooth, 
through a periodic-doubling sequence, as in Fig. 10, but it 
can be also discontinuous, as in Fig. 6. Still, the system 
exhibits múltiple attractors in some parameter ranges that 
lead to hysteresis when the forcing amplitude is slowly var-
ied. 
(c) The bifurcation diagrams have been plotted in terms 
of the scaled forcing amplitude y. If, instead, y and the de-
tuning parameter / [which is a scaled measure of how cióse 
to the 2:1 resonance we are, and depends only on the slen-
derness A once the liquid has been chosen, according to (13), 
(38), and (43)] are kept fixed, and the detuning parameter ¿o 
[a scaled measure of how cióse the forcing frequency is to 
either ftj or D,2 = 2D,U according to (10), (38), (43), and 
either (45) or (60)] is varied, then we move along a horizon-
tal straight line on the diagrams in Figs. 3(a), 8(a), and 9(a). 
Our discussion in Sec. IV A readily implies that the possible 
periodic or chaotic behavior appear only in a finite interval. 
COQ <co<¿5Q , while outside this interval (which can be 
void) the solution always converges to a steady state. 
(d) Since we have neglected gravity, our results above 
must be used with care when comparing with experiments on 
Earth. If, for illustration, water is used and the radius of the 
bridge is 1 mm, then the Bond and capillary numbers are B 
= 0.14 and C=4X10~3 : then €=0.26, ¿¿ = 0.03, and b 
= 2.64 [see Eqs. (37), (38), and (42)], and the requirements 
IJL\B±\ = yiJblb<\ or ¡x\/3±\ = y/x<íl (depending on 
whether we are forcing with the higher or the lower fre-
quency, as in Secs. IV A 1 and IV A 2, respectively) allow a 
not-too-large valué of the scaled forcing parameter y, say y 
=s 15 and y=s6, respectively. Thus only the left part of the 
bifurcation diagrams in Figs. 3(b)-3(c), 4, 6, 8(b)-8(c), and 
9(b), and the first few plots in Fig. 5, apply for quantitative 
comparison with experiments on Earth; notice that R cannot 
be significantly increased because B must be small. Notice 
also that, if either y is increased or the experimental condi-
tions are varied (in such a way that either B or C are no 
longer small), then our results could still apply qualitatively. 
In any case, they show that chaotic behavior is likely to be 
experimentally observed near the second-order resonances 
(which could be determined experimentally if the Bond num-
ber is not small). For experiments in sounding rockets or 
space platforms, instead, the quantitative scope of our results 
is much wider. In this case, B is small for a larger radius, 
say, R = 5cm. Then C=6X10~4 , €=0.04, ¿¿ = 6X10~4, 
and y can be as large as, say, 750 and 300 (in the two cases 
considered above); thus, in this case, all results in the paper 
are expected to apply for quantitative comparison with ex-
periments. 
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APPENDIX A: SOME USEFUL EXPRESSIONS 
Here we collect several groups of involved algebraic ex-
pressions that were omitted in Sec. III to facilitate the read-
ing of that section. 
The first group deals with the solution of the linear ei-
genvalue problem (20)-(25), which was first solved in a 
semianalytical form by Sanz.13 We simply collect his results 
here. The eigenfrequencies, Clk, are the real solutions of one 
of the foliowing equations: 
A0 tan A 0= 2 aknrn 
n odd 
or (Al) 
A0 cot A0+ 2 aknrn = Q, 
n even 
where 
«¿o=l, ak„ = 2Cí2k/(Cí2kq„-s„), if«S=l, 
q„=h(l„), rn = qnl(l2n-l), sn = ln(l2„-l)li(ln), 
(A2) 
/„ = «777(2A0), if «S=0; 
here I0 and Ix are the first two modified Bessel functions. If 
the first equation (Al) holds (odd modes), then Qk and Fk 
are given by 
Qk= 2 aknI0(l„r)cos[l„(z + A0)], 
n odd 
Fífc=A0(cos A 0 ) _ 1 s inz+ 2 aknrn (A3) 
n odd v ' 
Xcos[/„(z + A0)], 
up to a common complex factor, while Uk and Wk may be 
calculated from (A3) as [see (21)] 
Uk = iQkr/Clk, Wk=iQkzlílk. (A4) 
If instead the second equation (Al) holds (even modes) then 
Qk= 2 aknI0(l„r)cos[l„(z + A0)], 
In the third group of expressions we give the forcing 
terms in Eqs. (26)-(31), which are 
F ¿ = A0(sinA0) 1 c o s z + 2 aknrn 
Xcos[/„(z + A0)]. 
(A3') 
In the second group of expressions we give the (real) 
coefficients a4k and a5k of the amplitude equations (18), as 
taken from Ref 19, 
«4*= e ¿ r ( r ,A 0 ) 2 r J rK /2 í2 | (F'k2-F¡)dz 
(A5) 
(a5k-2-2a24k/nk) I " (F'k2-F¡)dz 
= -4F'k(A0)F¡(A0) 
- e, r(r,Ao)e¿* r(r,Ao)rJr/V2ñ 
[ 2 e , ( l , z ) 2 - í 2 ^ ( z ) 2 
- A 0 
a4kQk(l,z)F*(z)]dz, (A6) 
where Qk and Fk are as given by (A3) or (A3'), depending 
on whether Clk satisfies the first or the second equation (Al), 
and Q* and Fk are as given by 
j2ñ~kQt = bQk+¿>Qk/¿>A0+ 2 bknI0(lnr) 
n odd 
Xcos[/„(z + A0)], 
j2ñ¡F*=bFk+dFk/dA0 + 2A0(dñk/dA0 (A7) 
- a4ífcV2í^)sin zl(Clk eos A0) 
+ 2 bknrn cos[/„(z + A0)], 
n odd 
if Í2¿ satisfies the first equation (Al), while if Í2¿ satisfies the 
second equation (Al), then Q* and Fk are 
j2ñ~kQt = bQk+¿>Qk/¿>A0+ 2 bknI0(lnr) 
n even 
Xcos[/„(z + A0)], 
j2ñ~kF*=bFk+dFk/dA0 + 2A0(dnk/dA0 (A7') 
- a4k^2ñ~k)cos zl{CLk sin A0) 
+ 2 **:„'•„ cos[/„(z + A0)]. 
n even 
In (A7)-(A7'), 6 is an arbitrary constant, 
r ! = ¿ 2 (attti-aüftWteW^O + cc., (A8) 
fc= 1,2 
? H 2 ( a ^ - a ^ ^ ^ + ^ + cx., (A9) 
ífc=l,2 
Gf = ¿ 2 ft¿/?¿ei(íi*í+<a*T) + c.c, Zf = 0, (A10) 
ífc=l,2 
# ! = ¿ 2 (atkti-anpk)Fke'^t+^ + c.c. 
k=\,2 
H2 = 0, 2MX= 2 (Pk-pk)e'{nkt+m^) + cc^ 
k = \,2 
(All) 
(A12) 
gi = / (a2i^ i^2^ie , " l t +a22^í^2e , " 2 t ) + c.c. + NRT> 
(A13) 
g2 = ' (a2i^i^2^ie ! Í i l í+a 2 2v4 2r 2e ! Í i2 í) + cc. + NRT, 
(A14) 
Gf = 0, I2± = 0, (A15) 
Hl = (ia21F1+F[W2 + F^W1-F1U2r-F2Ülr) 
X ^ 2 e í n i t + ( / a 2 2 F 2 + F í f r 1 -F 1 C/ l r ) 
X ^ i e ^ ' + c . c . + NRT, (Aló) 
/ r 2=(f / 1 t / 2+r 1 r 2 -F 1e 2 r -F 2e l r -F 1 'F 2 
+2^F 2 )^ 2 e ! í i i í +[( t / 2 +r 2 ) /2 -F 1 e l r 
- F Í ^ + F^^e^ '+c .c . + NRT, (A17) 
2M2= | (2A1A2F1F2emit+A2F2e'a^t)dz + c.c. 
- A 0 
NRT, 
ífc=l,2 
2 
g2 = / / 2 a^HV'^'+cc., 
(A18) 
(A19) 
k=\ 
Gf = Tl\ 2 AkWkz(r±A0)em^+c.c.}, (A20) 
' ¿ = 1 , 2 
Z 3 ± =T/ 2 A.F'^A^e'^+c.c. (A21) 
and a¿„, /„, q„, r„ , and s„ are as given in (A2). 
Hf = il\ 2 ^ ^ ^ e ^ + c . c . , tf2 = 0, M3 = 0, 
\ ¿=1,2 / 
(A22) 
where we have taken into account that £l2 = 2£ll and NRT 
stands for nonresonant terms, depending on the fast time 
variable as exp(/'í2í), with Í2 # ± Í2x, ± Í22. 
APPENDIX B: LINEAR STABILITY OF THE STEADY 
STATES OF THE NORMAL FORMS 
The linear stability of a steady state (B\, B2) is analyzed 
as usual, by first setting Bk-Bsk=B\ exp(XT)+_S¿exp(\T), 
for k= 1 and 2, in (46)-(47) and (61)-(62), linearizing, and 
imposing the resulting linear problem to possess nontrivial 
solutions. Then we obtain the following characteristic equa-
tion (the same for both normal forms): 
X4 + alX3 + a2X2 + a3X + a4 = 0, (Bl) 
where 
a2 = A\B\\2-\Bs2\2 + {\ + Aa) + a2+cS2 + A{cS+T)2, 
a3 = 4(a+l) | JBi|2-2| JB2|2 + 8a(¿ü + 7)2 + 2¿ü2 
+ 2a(l + a), (B3) 
a4 = 4 | ^ | 4 + 4 (a -2¿ü 2 -2¿ü7) | ^ | 2 + [ l + 4 ( w + 7)2] 
X(a2+co2-\Bs2\2). (B4) 
Equation (Bl) has the solution X = 0 if and only if 
a4 = 0, (B5) 
and it exhibits a pair ofpurely imaginary, conjúgate solu-
tions (in fact, X = ± V— «3 /«i) if and only if a3 lal > 0 and 
ala2a3 — axa4 — a3 = 0. (B6) 
Also, since a¡>0 the argument principie or the Routh-
Hurwicz criterium readily implies that all roots of (B1) have 
a strictly negative real part if and only if the left-hand sides 
of both (B5) and (B6) are strictly positive. 
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